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General Theory 

Numerous techniques have been devised whereby microwave radiation can 

b d d . I d · · 1-4 All f 1 1 i 1 e use to etenTIlne p asma ens 1 tIes. o' t lese metlO( s re y upon 

the fact that the dielectric constant of a plasma at micrO\vave frequencies 

is a function of the electron density. In the absence of a magnetic field, 

the relative dielectric constant of a col lisionless plasma is given by 

2 
ne 

mnf2 
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where wp is the electron plasma frequency, w(=2Trf) is the micrOlvave fre

quency, n is the el,ectron density, and m is the electron mass. The method 

to be described is useful over a limited range of densities for plasmas 

confined in a closed conducting cavity. It consists of resonating the cav-

ity in a very high order mode and counting the number of modes through 

which a constant frequency source is shifted when the cavi ty is filled with 

plasma. 

The number of modes N in a cavity of volume V filled unifonnly with an 

isotropic dielectric can be calculated in a mmmer similar to that used to 
1: 

derive the Ruyleigh .. .Jcans law for hlackhody J'lltiilltioll.') The n::iult i:. 

For w » W , K :::: 1, and the number of modes/uni t frequency can be found by 
p 

differentiating equation (2): 

dN £2 
<IT = 8n j V. 
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1ne average frequency between adjacent modes is then 

c
3 

l'.f = 

87ffLV' 
(4) 

TIle number of modes through which an initially empty cavity shifts when 

plasma is injected is found from equation (2): 
2 

87f (f) 3 3/2 � rf) 3 W f L1N == -, - V[l-K ] == 47f -- V l =: ...,.,.. 3 C 'lc 2 l'.I 
W 

(5) 

The choice of operating frequencies is lirrtited by the requirement 

that W be much greater than the electron plasma frequency, the electron 

cyclotron frequency, and the electron collision frequency. in a large 

cavity, this condition, unfortunately, leads to a situation 1Il VJhich the 

average frequency between adjacent modes is less than the average width 

of a mode. In this case, equation (5) can still be used but l'.f much be 

detennined emperically rather than from equation (4). 

Application to the Toroidal Octupole 

The most serious limitation in the case of the toroidal octupole IS 
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that the microwave frequency should be much greater than the electron cyclo-

tron frequency in order for equation (1) to apply. Since the magne tic field 

has a maximum value of about 7 kG, the frequency should be above 20 GHz. 

Using available K band klystrons (£=24 GHz) we therefore avoid electron 

cyclotron resonance and satisfy the requirement that w » Wc over most of 

the volume of the cavity. 

b At 2,1 C;lIz, t.he mode number is about lO and the measured (� ( )  r tlte 

cavity is about 10,000. 111e halfwidth of a mode is then typically 

of f / Q = 2. 4 MHz. 
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For a linearly polarized source, only half of the modes are excitable and 

equation (4) predicts an average mode spacing of 

c3 
L\f = = .012 MHz/mode. (111eoretical) 

4nf
2

V 

Clearly, most of the modes will be unobservable, and it is necessary to 

determine ernperically the average spacing between adj acent modes. To do 

this, the klystron frequency was slowly tuned between two frequencies and 

the number of peaks counted. This method gave an average moue spacing of 

L\f = 3.0 MHz/mode. (Emperical) 

From equation (5) this corresponds to a density of 

2Tfffi 9 - 3 n = ----z fL\f = 1. 8 x 10 cm /mode. 
e 

( tJ ) 

Measurements of the gun injected plasma give a shift of about Olle mode in 

agreement with Langmuir probe data which show an average dens ity of 

- 1 x 109 on-3• 

The mode counting technique is not useful in the octupolc for densities 

at which the shift is less than one mode nor at densities where r is gre:lt
p 

er than about f/3 . For 24 QIz, the useful density range is 

Fortlmately the plasma produced by cyclotron resonance breakdovm at 9 GHz IS 

well within this range. 

Experimental Results 

Figure 1 shows an oscilloscope trace of the klystron and toroid modes 

obtained by sweeping the klystron repeller with a sawtooth voltage. The 

klystron mode at 24.2 Glz is about 55 MHz wide. Also in fig. lis an 
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oscilloscope trace of the modes obtained with a fixed microwave frequency 

in the presence of a microwave produced plasma along with a trace of ion 

saturation current obtained from a probe on the minor axis. 

The density obtained by the mode cOLulting technique is compared with 

the dens ity obtained from the Langmuir probe in fig. 2. The density was 

varied by changing the power level of the 9 Q{z microwaves which produced 

the plasma. The average density was obtained from probe measurements by 

determining the density profile in 1); space and using 

n ::= 
!n(1);) VI (1);) d1); 

IV' (1);) d1); 

where n(1);) was determined from the ion saturation current T
oi by 

(7) 

I
oi 

::= neA/�� (R) 
2 

where A was taken as the geometric area of the probe (.236 cm J. The 

electron temperature was determined from admittance probe measurements to 

be 2 eVe It was assumed that the density profile and e lectron temperature 

are independent of the microwave powe r level. '111C agreemcn t between the 

two methods is probably better than could be expected especially SlJlCe 

1 6-9 " d" h "d 11 " "  
severa recent papers In Icate t at a conSl era) e correctlon .1S nec-

essary to conventional Langmuir probe theory. Microwaves apparently in

dicate a somewhat higher density than probes but the error never exceeds 

a factor of two. 

The lifetime of the microwave produced plasma as indicated by the 

mode counting technique was determined by plotting the mode pos.i tion from 

fig. 1 in fig. 3. A lifetime of 1 msec was obtained by this method. 
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After 4 msec the magnetic field decays quite fast and the density decay 

1S correspondingly increased. 

The microwave technique was checked by measuring the dielectric con-

stant of air. The klystron frequency was swept and the mode pattern dis-

played on an oscilloscope. When the toroid was let up to air, all modes 

shifted without appreciable distortion by � 8.6 Miz. The dielectric con-

stant was determined from 

6f 1 
T = 1" (K - 1) (9) 

to be K == 1.00072 ± .00014. This value is in reasonable agreement with 

the accepted dielectric constant of 1.00054 for dry, CO2 free, air at 

microwave frequencies. 

Summary 

'Lhe mode counting technique can suffer from several difficulties: 

1. The method is statistical, i.e., it assumes a const(Ult frequency 

separation between modes. The error involved becomes propor

tionately less as the mode shift becomes greater. 

2. The method is useful only when the average densi tymcreases 

nona toni cally with time and the decreases rronatonically to 

zero. The maximum density can be detel11lined by dividing the 

total number of modes observed by two. 

3. Since < 1% of the modes are observable, one might suspect 

that these large modes represent special modes in which only a 

small fraction of the cavity volume is filled with electric 

fields. This problem can be reduced by separating the trans

mitter and detector as much as possible. 

4. If the waves protrude significantly into the drift tank or 

diffusion pumps, the average density measured will be too 



low. Moving a large metallic baffle aroWld in the drift tank 

did not change the appearance of the modes but bubbling pmnp 

oil does cause a considerable fluctuation in the mode pattern. 

S. Rapid plasma motion could produce additional modes especially 

when the mode shift is large. 

6. The cavity may have degenerate modes which are removed by the 

plasma. In cases where the mode spacing is limited by the Q 

of the cavity this problem is probably not serious. 

7. A plasma with a collision frequency \! ?:: f/Q would ch,mge the 

cavity Q and hence the apparent mode spacing. 

6 

Although the above difficulties warrant careful consideration, most 

are probably not serious for the plasmas studied in the octupole. The 

mode cOWlting technique has two adv,mtages over other microwave tcclmi-

ques whidl assure its usefulness in many different cirClullstcl.llCcs. 

1. There is no necessity to stabilize the klys tron fre4uency or 

amplitude. 

2. Apart from an ini Hal detennination of the frequency spacing 

between modes, no calibration is necessary. 

(NOTE ADDED IN PROOF: The mode counting technique has previously been 
used by T • .J. Fessenden and L. D. Smullin at MIT and is (iescd bed in the 
Pro(:eedings of the Seventh International ConfcY'ence on Phenomef,u l:n Ion
ized Gase8� Vol. III (Beograd, 1966), with results in essential agree
ment with those presented here.) 
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